FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: (11/22/2016)
RTOWN and LocalSphere announce their merger and the closing of a $540,000
round of financing in order to create the leading digital marketing growth-company
focused on helping local businesses succeed
It is with great excitement and pride that we announce the merger and combined power of
the two BC-based companies, RTOWN and LocaISphere.
Both companies have been passionately focused on helping local businesses achieve their
growth dreams and our now combined product portfolio will provide the local business
world with one of the strongest and widest range of digital marketing services sold on a
“priced for local” monthly subscription.
The new company will carry on as RTOWN and Luke Aulin, founder and CEO
of RTOWN, will be its CEO.
Olivier Vincent, founder of LocalSphere, will remain on the board of the new company
and act as a close advisor to Luke.
Luke Aulin, CEO of RTOWN, said “this merger enhances our ability to serve local
businesses by bringing together two of the most innovative and passionate companies in
the market. The new RTOWN now has the largest customer base in its markets, the
capital to expand its mandate to make every town RTOWN and the leadership strength to
execute its vision.”
Olivier Vincent, CEO of LocalSphere, said “both RTOWN and LocalSphere share a
strong strategic focus on the local world and strive to bring technologies and services that
allow local merchants to have the powerful digital presence they deserve and that their
customers now expect from them.”
For all questions, please call Luke at 604-418-8146 or email us at info@rtown.ca.
______________________________________________________________
About RTOWN: Founded by Luke Aulin, RTOWN is a Vancouver based, B-Corp
Certified Digital Marketing Solutions Company dedicated to helping local businesses
grow by offering a powerful, results-focused suite of digital tools. From the RTOWN
Loyalty App to SEO optimized mobile-responsive websites, professional videos, and
expert social media and reputation management staff, RTOWN combines advanced
technology and experience to advocate small businesses across multiple channels.
RTOWN exists for the sole purpose of helping local businesses succeed.

